Methylmalonic acidemia (MMA), an organic acidemia characterized by metabolic instability and multiorgan complications, is most frequently caused by mutations in methylmalonyl-CoA mutase (MUT). To define the metabolic adaptations in MMA in acute and chronic settings, we studied a mouse model generated by transgenic expression of Mut in the muscle. Mut\(^{-/-}\);Tg\(^\text{INS-MCK-Mut}\) mice accurately replicate the hepatorenal mitochondriopathy and growth failure seen in severely affected patients and were used to characterize the response to fasting. The hepatic transcriptome in MMA mice was characterized by the chronic activation of stress-related pathways and an aberrant fasting response when compared with controls. A key metabolic regulator, Fgf21, emerged as a significantly dysregulated transcript in mice and was subsequently studied in a large patient cohort. The concentration of plasma FGF21 in MMA patients correlated with disease subtype, growth indices, and markers of mitochondrial dysfunction but was not affected by renal disease. Restoration of liver Mut activity, by transgenesis and liver-directed gene therapy in mice or liver transplantation in patients, drastically reduced plasma FGF21 and was associated with improved outcomes. Our studies identify mitocellular hormesis as a hepatic adaptation to metabolic stress in MMA and define FGF21 as a highly predictive disease biomarker.
FGF21 underlies a horneric response to metabolic stress in methylmalonic acidemia
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Methylmalonic acidemia (MMA), an organic acidemia characterized by metabolic instability and multiorgan complications, is most frequently caused by mutations in methylmalonyl-CoA mutase (MUT). To define the metabolic adaptations in MMA in acute and chronic settings, we studied a mouse model generated by transgenic expression of Mut in the muscle. Mut+/−;TgINS-MCK-Mut mice accurately replicate the hepatoerenthal mitochondriopathy and growth failure seen in severely affected patients and were used to characterize the response to fasting. The hepatic transcriptome in MMA mice was characterized by the chronic activation of stress-related pathways and an aberrant fasting response when compared with controls. A key metabolic regulator, FGF21, emerged as a significantly dysregulated transcript in mice and was subsequently studied in a large patient cohort. The concentration of plasma FGF21 in MMA patients correlated with disease subtype, growth indices, and markers of mitochondrial dysfunction but was not affected by renal disease. Restoration of liver Mut activity, by transgenesis and liver-directed gene therapy in mice or liver transplantation in patients, drastically reduced plasma FGF21 and was associated with improved outcomes. Our studies identify mitocellular hormesis as a hepatic adaptation to metabolic stress in MMA and define FGF21 as a highly predictive disease biomarker.

Introduction

In vertebrates, essential nutrients, including valine, isoleucine, methionine, and threonine, as well as odd-chain fatty acids and cholesterol, are oxidized to propionyl-CoA and subsequently metabolized to methylmalonyl-CoA in the mitochondrial matrix (1, 2). The terminal conversion of methylmalonyl-CoA to succinyl-CoA, a Krebs cycle intermediate, is mediated by the adenosylcobalamin-dependent methylmalonyl-CoA mutase (MUT)
MUT is ubiquitously expressed and relatively abundant in the liver and kidney as well as the brain and skeletal muscle (6). MUT deficiency causes a life-threatening organic acidemia, termed methylmalonic acidemia (MMA) (7–11). Organic acidemias, along with maple syrup urine disease and urea cycle defects, are classified as “intoxication”-type inborn errors of metabolism. Patients with these disorders display a propensity to acute, and sometimes fatal, metabolic crises, which can be precipitated by intercurrent infections, dietary imbalance, fasting, or other stressful stimuli.

The treatment of MMA entails adherence to a low-protein diet, carnitine supplementation, and vigilant clinical monitoring (12–15) but cannot effectively prevent the acute or chronic complications of the disease (11, 16). The recalcitrant nature of MMA to conventional management has led to the implementation of elective liver or liver/kidney transplantation (LT or LKT) as a surgical treatment option for many patients (12, 17–21). Despite the continued metabolite production in extrahepatic tissues, such as the skeletal muscle (22–24), a successful LT or LKT confers remarkable metabolic stability upon the recipient, demonstrating the critical contribution of hepatic metabolism to the clinical phenotype of MMA.

While several studies have alluded to the complexity of disease mechanisms involved in MMA pathogenesis, the most compelling observations have demonstrated that a cell-specific, conditionally autonomous mitochondriopathy and associated electron transport chain defect(s) underlie the organ pathology seen in mice and patients (25–29). However, there is limited understanding of how a block in an essential oxidative pathway alters mitochondrial and cellular adaptation to stress and whether signaling molecules and pathways can be monitored to predict or evoke therapeutic responses.

Given the central role of the liver in MMA pathophysiology, we generated a viable mouse model to study the acute and chronic hepatic disease manifestations. Through transgenesis, we used the murine muscle creatine kinase (MCK) promoter to drive Mut expression in the skeletal muscle of the Mut–/– mice (23, 30). The resulting Mut–/–;TgINS-MCK-Mut animals were rescued from the neonatal lethality observed in Mut–/– mice but manifested the clinical and biochemical features of MMA, including severe growth retardation, fragility, massively elevated serum methylmalonic acid concentrations, and hepatorenal mitochondrial pathology. To recapitulate the acute-on-chronic metabolic crises intermittently experienced by MMA patients, we subjected these mice to a fasting challenge and explored changes in the hepatic transcriptome between the baseline and fasting states. Among the many pathways differentially expressed between MMA mice and control littermates, a key metabolic regulator, Fgf21, emerged as most significant. Moreover, a number of fasting-regulated genes, including Fgf21, were significantly upregulated in the Mut–/–;TgINS-MCK-Mut mice at baseline, suggesting that there is a chronic cellular/mitochondrial stress state that accompanies MMA. FGF21 elevations were validated in a large MMA patient cohort and shown to correlate with disease severity. We then used plasma Fgf21 to follow the effects of liver correction by transgenesis or hepatic gene addition in the mice and orthotopic LT in the patients. In aggregate, our results suggest that mitocellular hormesis, an adaptive response to the cellular dysfunction caused by the inborn error of metabolism, underlies the eventual failure of acute-on-chronic stress response in MMA and that the FGF21 axis appears to be a key marker, and likely mediator, of this response.

**Results**

**Expression of Mut in skeletal muscle augments metabolism and rescues Mut–/– mice from neonatal lethality.** Skeletal muscle constitutes 40% of the total body weight and is the site of a large fraction of whole-body branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) oxidation (22–24). Given the critical role of MUT in the terminal oxidation of BCAA, and the fact that skeletal muscle contains a relatively large amount of Mut activity in mice (31), we reasoned that targeted, permanent expression in this tissue might rescue Mut–/– mice from lethality. We designed a transgene to express the murine Mut complementary DNA under the control of an insulated murine MCK promoter (32), generated C57BL/6 TgINS-MCK-Mut founder lines, and bred the transgene onto the enriched C57BL/6 Mut–/– background (Supplemental Figure 1A; supplemental material available online with this article; https://doi.org/10.1172/jci.insight.124351DS1). Mut–/–;TgINS-MCK-Mut mice were born in Mendelian proportions and were rescued from neonatal lethality, with 87% surviving to day of life 120 (Figure 1A). As expected, messenger RNA and immunoreactive Mut protein showed transgene overexpression that was limited to the skeletal and cardiac muscles (Supplemental Figure 1, B and C).

To further assess the in vivo enzymatic activity conferred by the muscle-limited transgene expression, we measured Mut activity directly in tissue extracts (33) and at the level of the whole body using a [1-14C] sodium propionate oxidation breath testing method, as described previously (27, 34). Compared with wild-type
controls, *\text{Mut}^{+/−};\text{Tg}^{\text{INS-MCK-Mut}}* mice had absent/trace enzyme activity in the liver, kidney, and brain but approximately 3 times higher activity in extracts prepared from skeletal muscle (Figure 1B and Supplemental Methods). The oxidation of [1-13C] sodium propionate into 13CO$_2$ showed that *\text{Mut}^{−/−};\text{Tg}^{\text{INS-MCK-Mut}}* mice metabolized 18.4% ± 3.6% of the [1-13C] propionate isotopomer in 25 minutes, compared with 50.7% ± 9.8% in *\text{Mut}^{+/−}* animals and 13.1 ± 3.8% in *\text{Mut}^{−/−}* animals (Figure 1C and Supplemental Methods). To facilitate a comparison between the *\text{Mut}^{−/−};\text{Tg}^{\text{INS-MCK-Mut}}* mice and those from a liver transgenic MMA model (*\text{Mut}^{−/−};\text{Tg}^{\text{INS-Alb-Mut}}*) described previously (27), we expressed propionate oxidation as the percentage of heterozygote control levels. We observed a significantly lower propionate oxidative capacity in the muscle transgenic *\text{Mut}^{−/−};\text{Tg}^{\text{INS-MCK-Mut}}* mice (36.2% ± 7.1% control) compared with the liver transgenic *\text{Mut}^{−/−};\text{Tg}^{\text{INS-Alb-Mut}}* mice (78.04% ± 22.1%).

Although the liver transgenic mice only expressed 8.2% ± 1% of wild-type *\text{Mut}* mRNA, as opposed to 19,492.5% ± 6,623.5% measured in the *\text{Mut}^{−/−};\text{Tg}^{\text{INS-MCK-Mut}}* mice compared with their *\text{Mut}^{+/+}* littermates (Supplemental Figure 1B), the effects on the disease phenotype were pronounced between liver versus muscle correction.

The increased Mut enzyme activity in the skeletal muscle resulted in a sustained reduction of plasma methylmalonic acid concentrations compared with historical values from *\text{Mut}^{−/−}* mice (1,009 ± 348.6 μmol/l). Average methylmalonic acid concentrations in *\text{Mut}^{−/−};\text{Tg}^{\text{INS-MCK-Mut}}* mice were 750.3 ± 98 μmol/l.
when reared on regular chow (RD) and 269.5 ± 75.8 μmol/l on high-fat and carbohydrate (HFCD) diets (Figure 1D). Mut⁻⁻⁻⁻;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} mice fed a high-fat diet had methylmalonic acid levels 35% of those reared on RD, as expected, given the higher protein content in the RD diet.

Mut⁻⁻⁻⁻;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} mice manifest severe growth failure, are resistant to obesity, and exhibit hepatorenal mitochondrial pathology similar to MMA patients. Similar to the severe growth failure typically observed in MMA patients (13, 35), Mut⁻⁻⁻⁻;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} mice remained smaller than Mut⁺⁺⁺⁺;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} littermates throughout their life span (Figure 1E and Supplemental Figure 1E). These mice required nutritional supplementation with high-fat chow and carbohydrates to survive, a diet resembling that used for the management of MMA patients (13, 35). While Mut⁺⁺⁺⁺;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} mice only achieved 25%–30% of their heterozygous littermates weights when fed RD, they were able to achieve 40%–50% of Mut⁺⁺⁺⁺;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} mouse weight on the HFCD. Both diets were ingested based on observations from stool production and intestinal contents at necropsy. Heterozygote and wild-type littermates uniformly became obese on the same diet (Figure 1E).

Given that chronic kidney disease develops in over 60% of the severe mut⁺⁺⁺⁺ MMA patients in the first decade of life (termed mut⁺⁺⁺⁺ for the lack of residual enzyme activity and response of propionate incorporation to hydroxocobalamin in fibroblast studies, as compared with mut⁺⁺⁺⁻ for partial enzyme deficiency) (16), we measured glomerular filtration rate (GFR) using FITC-inulin clearance in Mut⁻⁻⁻⁻;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} mice, as was previously described in the liver transgenic mouse model (Mut⁺⁺⁺⁺;Tg^{INS-Alb-Mut}) (27). Mut⁺⁺⁺⁺;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} mice indeed had impaired renal function, with a 49% filtration rate compared with heterozygote littermates more impaired at 32% on RD (Figure 1F and Supplemental Methods).

The Mut⁻⁻⁻⁻;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} animals developed liver pathology, characterized by prominent bright Mallory bodies in the cytoplasm, as well as numerous paler eosinophilic vacuoles that often fill the cytoplasm, consistent with megamitochondria (Supplemental Figure 2A, b and c, in comparison to heterozygote littermates, Supplemental Figure 2Aa). Furthermore, electron microscopy of Mut⁻⁻⁻⁻;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} livers showed mitochondria that were enlarged with shortened or no cristae (Figure 2A, middle and right compared with heterozygote controls on the left). These findings were associated with decreased respiratory chain complex IV staining and activity (Supplemental Figure 3, A and B) and reduced oxidation rates of [1-13C] labeled substrates that depend on mitochondrial function for their metabolism, including [1-13C] methionine and [1-13C] glycine (Supplemental Figure 3, C and D).

We sought to compare the pathological findings in the mice to those observed in MMA patients who underwent an orthotopic liver or a combined LKT. Histology and electron microscopy were used to characterize pathological changes (Supplemental Figure 2B, a–c and d–i, respectively). Findings in the human samples closely resembled that noted in the mice. The MMA patient livers displayed primarily macrovesicular periportal steatosis. Nuclear vacuolation/glycogenation was observed in periportal hepatocytes, a finding resembling nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. Patchy areas of pale, glycogen-rich hepatocytes, some with a ground-glass appearance, distributed in a nonzonal pattern, were observed in livers of several MMA patients (Supplemental Figure 2B, a–c). The etiology and significance of this finding is currently unknown, but similar changes were not evident in the mouse livers.

Electron microscopy of the livers and kidneys confirmed the presence of various stages of mitochondrial pathology, including mitochondrial proliferation, formation of electron-lucent megamitochondria with shortened or absent cristae, and, in some cases, huge autophagic/lysosomal vacuoles containing degrading membrane material (Figure 2B and Supplemental Figure 2B, d–i). In the case of a severely affected older patient transplanted at age 24 years, large vacuoles with inclusions were prominent and spread throughout many sections of the liver (Supplemental Figure 2Bi), perhaps representing end-stage cellular structures.

Likewise, the murine renal pathology recapitulated the human patient observations. Light microscopy showed that Mut⁺⁺⁺⁺;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} kidneys contained multifocal 2- to 4-micron eosinophilic vacuoles in the proximal tubules, consistent with proliferated, enlarged mitochondria (Supplemental Figure 4A, a–c). Plasma Lcn2 concentrations, a kidney disease biomarker previously described and validated in a large MMA patient cohort (27), were significantly elevated in the Mut⁺⁺⁺⁺;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} mice compared with their heterozygote littermates and correlated with GFR measurements (Supplemental Figure 4, B and C). Despite the significant growth failure and hepatorenal mitochondrialopathy, Mut⁺⁺⁺⁺;Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut} mice appeared and acted grossly normal; had normal serum biochemistries, except for increased alkaline phosphatase and decreased amylase (Supplemental Figure 5A); and showed no differences compared with heterozygote littermates when challenged with a glucose tolerance test (Supplemental Figure 5B).
Finally, the overexpression of Mut in skeletal muscle did not alter tissue histology (Supplemental Figure 5C), and carriers of the INS-MCK-Mut transgene were normal in appearance, behavior, and fertility.

**Hepatic adaptation to metabolic stress is abnormal in Mut<sup>−/−</sup>;Tg<sub>INS-MCK-Mut</sub> mice.** Given that metabolic decompensation in patients is typically preceded by reduced oral intake, we sought to mimic a crisis in the MMA mice using fasting stress. We compared hepatic gene expression profiles between male Mut<sup>−/−</sup>;Tg<sub>INS-MCK-Mut</sub> mice at baseline and after fasting and included similar prepared samples from sex-matched Mut<sup>+</sup>/−;Tg<sub>INS-MCK-Mut</sub> littermates (n = 4 per group). Male tissues were chosen for the microarray experiments because female Mut<sup>−/−</sup>;Tg<sub>INS-MCK-Mut</sub> mice developed hypoglycemia, as compared with their male littermates, after 14 hours of fasting (Supplemental Figure 6A). Additional mouse tissues from a biological replicate study were used for subsequent qRT-PCR validation of the gene changes observed. Principal component analysis and fold change replicate analysis guided the selection of a 3-fold threshold for reliable discrimination. Although variability was larger in the comparison between Mut<sup>−/−</sup>;Tg<sub>INS-MCK-Mut</sub> and Mut<sup>+</sup>/−;Tg<sub>INS-MCK-Mut</sub> mice at baseline, expression differences were more homogenous in the fasting state, which was the main focus of our analysis (Supplemental Figure 6B).

Significant enrichment was identified in pathways involved in immune/inflammatory responses, including the LPS/IL-1–mediated inhibition of RXR function pathway (Table 1), which includes genes such as Gstm3, Fmo3, Fadh5, Cpt1B, Cyp2a12, and Abcc4, which downregulate the hepatic metabolism of lipids, cholesterol, bile acids, and organic anion/xenobiotics through the secretion of IL-1 and TNF-α. Additional pathways that differed between mutant and heterozygote mice during fasting were those that mediate the acute phase response and complement system signaling (Orm1, Saa4, Sox5, Saa2, C9, C6), fatty acid metabolism (Cyp2B13/9, Cpt1B, Cyp2A12/22), steroid metabolism (Hsd3b1, Cyp7b1), and the cell cycle (Myc, Cnd1) (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2). A subset of critical genes was validated by qPCR in the biological replicate study (Supplemental Figure 7 and Supplemental Table 3).
An expression profile consistent with a switch from fatty acid synthesis to gluconeogenesis was observed in the fasted mice and was accentuated in the mutant animals, which showed a marked upregulation in pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase, isoform 4 (Pdk4), both at baseline and after fasting compared with their heterozygote littermates. In contrast, Gstm3, a glutathione-S-transferase important in the detoxification of environmental toxins, drugs, carcinogens, and oxidative stress products, was a gene that, instead of being downregulated with fasting, was highly upregulated both at baseline and after fasting in the Mut<sup>Δ</sup>Δ;T<sub>g</sub><sup>INS-MCK-Ma</sup> mice. A similar expression pattern was observed for Slc7a11 (xCT), a cystine/glutamate antiporter necessary for glutathione repletion during hepatic stress.

We subsequently focused on individual genes that showed a dissimilar response to fasting between heterozygote and mutant mice, hypothesizing that such genes may underlie the maladaptive response to stress seen in MMA patients and mice. One of the genes with a highly divergent response to fasting in zygote and mutant mice, hypothesizing that such genes may underlie the maladaptive response to stress seen in glutamate antiporter necessary for glutathione repletion during hepatic stress.

We used mouse models to interrogate the influence of hepatic Mut expression on plasma Fgf21 levels via germ line transgenesis or gene addition. We first compared the Mut<sup>Δ</sup>Δ;T<sub>g</sub><sup>INS-MCK-Ma</sup> Fgf21 concentrations to those measured in the liver transgenic mice (Mut<sup>Δ</sup>Δ;T<sub>g</sub><sup>INS-Ab-Ma</sup>) (27). Liver transgenic mice at 6 months of age had minimal elevations of plasma Fgf21 compared with the muscle transgenic animals at 3–4 months of age (Figure 3B). Concentrations were higher at weaning, even for some heterozygote animals, and then gradually increased after the first month in the muscle transgenic mice (Supplemental Figure 6C). Moreover, Fgf21 plasma concentrations remained largely unchanged (except for one sick outlier male mouse), even after a 2-month high-protein challenge in the liver transgenic mice, a dietary treatment that induces massive plasma metabolite elevations, with an accompanying significant decline in renal function in these mice (Figure 3B) (27).

Next, a canonical adeno-associated virus (AAV) gene therapy vector configured to express human MUT cDNA under the control of the ApoE-enhanced, human α 1 antitrypsin promoter/enhancer combination (AAV2/8 hAAT MUT) was packaged with a serotype 8 capsid (38) and systemically delivered via a retro-orbital injection at a dose of 5 × 10<sup>12</sup> GC/kg (AAV genome copies/kg) to Mut<sup>Δ</sup>Δ;T<sub>g</sub><sup>INS-MCK-Ma</sup> mice at weaning. As expected, significant and durable improvements in the clinical and biochemical parameters were observed in the AAV8-treated mice. These animals showed substantial weight gain, an increase in whole body 1-<sup>13</sup>C propionate oxidation, and a prolonged metabolic stability after gene therapy, as opposed to untreated control littermates (Figure 3, C and D, respectively). Notably, the biochemical and phenotypic correction of the Mut<sup>Δ</sup>Δ;T<sub>g</sub><sup>INS-MCK-Ma</sup> mice was associated with a massive decrease in plasma Fgf21 concentrations (Figure 3E) (90% decrease compared with baseline levels, from 4,084.6 ± 823.4 pg/ml to 643.1 ± 162.8 in 60 days and 1,130.6 ± 190.3 after 1 year), which paralleled the response of traditional biochemical markers, such as plasma methylmalonic acid (from 1,253 ± 216.8 μmol/l to 179.3 ± 4.8 in 60 days and 409 ± 27.7 after 1 year).

Elevated plasma FGF21 concentrations in MMA patients correlate with markers of disease severity and are ameliorated by LT. The mouse studies led us to analyze plasma FGF21 in clinical research samples collected from 72 patients with various subtypes of MMA (n = 58 with the mut subtype, 6 with cblB, and 8 with cblA; 1–5 samples per patient were tested for a total of 156 measurements) versus parental controls (n = 11) (Figure 4A). Samples were obtained during regular longitudinal protocol visits in the well state. Extreme elevations of plasma FGF21 were observed in mut<sup>e</sup> patients (6,430 ± 8,149 pg/ml, mean ± SD), as opposed to heterozygote parental control samples (73.6 ± 58.94 pg/ml, mean ± SD). Total and intact (active) FGF21 were measured in 38 samples (39). Intact FGF21 was 10%–120% of the respective total FGF21 values, (53.34% ± 27.4%, mean ± SD), while the Δ(total – intact) FGF21 showed a weak correlation (R<sup>2</sup> = 0.18, r = 0.42, P = 0.014), with the degree of renal dysfunction suggesting that part of the measured FGF21 in the extremely elevated samples was caused by decreased renal clearance of fractionated FGF21 (Supplemental Figure 8, A and B). Longitudinal measurements revealed a gradual increase in plasma FGF21 in mut<sup>e</sup> patients, who were referred for
Figure 3. Fgf21 dysregulation in Mut<sup>−/−</sup>;Tg<sup>NS-MCK-Mut</sup> mice. Hepatic Mut correction by transgenesis or AAV gene therapy confers biochemical and clinical improvement in Mut<sup>−/−</sup>;Tg<sup>NS-MCK-Mut</sup> mice, associated with a precipitous decrease in Fgf21. (A) Mut<sup>−/−</sup>;Tg<sup>NS-MCK-Mut</sup> mice had 41,237 ± 11,943 vs. 1.257 ± 0.47–fold higher hepatic Fgf21 mRNA expression compared with heterozygous mice at baseline (white bars) but failed to induce its transcription in the fasting state (black bars) (n = 4 per group and condition tested). (B) Liver transgenic animals, Mut<sup>−/−</sup>;Tg<sup>NS-Alb-Mut</sup> display milder elevations in plasma Fgf21 concentrations (2.282 ± 0.337–fold higher than their heterozygote littermates, n = 21 and 19, respectively, P = NS) that were relatively unaffected by high-protein challenge, except for a sick male mutant animal (6.07 ± 3.62–fold higher than controls, n = 8; P = NS). (C) A single retro-orbital injection of a 5 x 10<sup>12</sup> GC/kg (AAV genome copies/kg) dose of the AAV8-hAAT-MUT vector conferred a robust increase in 1<sup>13</sup>C-sodium propionate oxidation in Mut<sup>−/−</sup>;Tg<sup>NS-MCK-Mut</sup> mice compared with their baseline levels (30.122 ± 8.61 after gene therapy compared with 16.637 ± 4.012 at baseline, n = 3 and 9, respectively). (D) Liver-directed gene therapy caused a rapid weight gain in the treated mice (P = 0.015 at 180 days after gene therapy compared with pretreatment weights, n = 3, Friedman paired nonparametric ANOVA after correction for multiple comparisons). (E) Plasma Fgf21 concentrations ranged from 1,000–7,000 pg/ml (normal <200) before gene therapy. Serial repeat measures after gene therapy over a year showed a significant decrease in plasma Fgf21 compared with baseline at days 60 and 180 (adjusted P = 0.0228 and 0.0441, respectively, compared with day 0, Friedman nonparametric repeated-measures ANOVA with correction for multiple comparisons). *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001.
LT and or LKT, as opposed to isolated kidney transplant or no transplant group (Figure 4B), with the highest level (> 40,000 pg/ml) measured in a patient who showed the most abnormal ultrastructural findings on electron microscopy examination (Supplemental Figure 2Bi). In 2 patients, FGF21 was measured before, during, and after a metabolic crisis. FGF21 showed a substantial upregulation during the episode of vomiting and metabolic ketoacidosis that required an inpatient admission for i.v. fluid replacement; concentrations returned to baseline upon discharge (Supplemental Figure 8C). FGF21 concentrations were similar between males and females and did not correlate significantly with age (data not shown). Importantly, in contrast to the direct effects of renal insufficiency upon serum methylmalonic acid levels (27, 40), FGF21 levels did not correlate significantly with creatinine or cystatin C in the patients studied (Figure 4C, compared with the correlation with serum MMA concentrations, Figure 4D).

The relation of FGF21 concentrations to disease severity was further explored in patients with mut0 MMA, where correlations to other clinical outcomes and laboratory indices, such as growth (height Z-score: $r = -0.455, P = 0.038, R^2 = 0.277$; head circumference Z-score: $r = -0.505, P = 0.05, R^2 = 0.255$;
Figure 4E), plasma amino acids (glycine and alanine; Supplemental Figure 8D), and oxidative stress biomarkers (urine F2iP; Supplemental Figure 8E) were observed. Given the role of FGF21 during fasting, it was not surprising to observe a negative association with plasma concentrations of the essential BCAA, valine (plasma valine: $r = -0.345$, $P = 0.031$, $R^2 = 0.119$; Supplemental Figure 8F).

Finally, a cohort of MMA patients who received LT or combined LKT were studied and compared to a smaller group who received kidney-only transplants. LT or combined LKT patients experienced a significant drop in serum methylmalonic acid concentrations but an even more dramatic fold change in the plasma FGF21 concentrations (Figure 5A). A uniform and sustained decrease was observed in LT/LKT recipients spanning a period of up to nearly 20 years after transplant (Figure 5B), with a late increase more than 15 years after LKT observed in a $mut^0$ patient who only received a partial auxiliary liver transplant and in a second patient with morbid obesity and likely fatty liver changes in the transplanted liver. Similarly, 2 severe $mut^e$ patients, of the 5 who received an isolated kidney transplant, showed a continuing increase in plasma FGF21 concentrations, suggesting a ongoing progression of liver disease in the patient native $mut^e$ MMA liver (Figure 5C). Both patients experienced a number of metabolic decompensations despite receiving a renal allograft and eventually progressed to renal failure after 2 and 6 years, respectively. Finally, the differences between LT/LKT versus KT recipients further support that the remarkable decrease of plasma FGF21 in liver transplant recipients was not merely an effect of the immunosuppressive/antirejection medications they received after transplant, since KT recipients were on a similar medication regimen. Collectively, these data show that FGF21 levels will be a clinically useful biomarker of disease severity in MMA and could be used to track a response to hepatic-directed therapies.

**Discussion**

In the current work, we relied upon the expression of Mut in the skeletal muscle to generate a viable model of the hepatorenal syndrome that characterizes MMA in humans (23, 41), to both create a permissive environment for the study of disease pathophysiology and allow the testing of liver-targeted therapies (27, 42, 43). Indeed, $Mut^{-/-};Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut}$ mice have been used in proof-of-concept preclinical testing of systemic mRNA enzyme replacement therapy for MMA (44). Although transgenic overexpression of Mut protected $Mut^{-/-}$ mice from neonatal lethality and was accompanied by an increased activity of Mut in the skeletal muscle, it conveyed only a small increase in whole body 1-13C-propionate oxidation. In contrast, a much smaller level, approximately 8%, of hepatic $Mut$ mRNA expression, provided as a transgene using the same Mut cDNA under the control of the albumin promoter, conferred near normal 1-13C propionate oxidation in the liver transgenic MMA mouse model (Supplemental Figure 1D). The disparate metabolic phenotypes observed after tissue-specific correction likely reflect the intrinsic ability of muscle and liver mitochondria to fix propionate into propionyl-CoA. Skeletal muscle mitochondria, in contrast to those from hepatocytes, have a limited capacity to fix propionate to propionyl-CoA (45), which likely underlies the different toxicities observed in the respective cells and phenotypic effects observed after tissue-specific transgenesis. For example, in a related model of Mut deficiency, hepatic megamitochondria formation and electron transport chain dysfunction were characteristic, but skeletal muscle mitochondria were unremarkable, both ultrastructurally and enzymatically (23). While our studies support the concept that skeletal muscle has a limited capacity to metabolize propionate, the fact the muscle-directed Mut expression results in uniform rescue from the neonatal lethality displayed by $Mut^{-/-}$ mice is consistent with the role that muscle plays in the oxidation of BCAAs, including valine and isoleucine, which are claimed to contribute to approximately 40% of the metabolic load in patients with MMA (46).

Despite their improved survival, the $Mut^{-/-};Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut}$ mice were fragile, required a HFCD to survive, and remained significantly smaller than their littermates throughout their life span. Very similar to what we and others have documented in MMA patients (27–29, 47), these mice uniformly manifest severe hepatorenal mitochondrial pathology, which was accompanied by a cytochrome $c$ oxidase deficiency and renal insufficiency. The combined observations in mice and patients with MMA reveal that the mitochondrial changes in the hepatocytes and proximal tubules are progressive and, at end stage, feature giant inclusions reminiscent of structures seen when mito/autophagy is deranged (48–50). While $Mut^{-/-};Tg^{INS-MCK-Mut}$ mice displayed grossly normal activity levels and overall behavior, they were extremely sensitive to stressors, such as retro-orbital bleeding, fighting, or cage flooding. During life, the animals also exhibited severe failure to thrive, yet had normal appetite and ingestion. Thus, the mice recapitulate the key recognized microscopic and phenotypic features of the human condition, such as mitochondrial dysfunction and growth failure,
despite provision of a high-calorie food composed primarily of fat and carbohydrates, similar to the diet consumed by patients (13, 35).

Another hallmark of MMA, and related organic acidemias, is the propensity for patients to suffer from metabolic crises, which are typically precipitated after diminished oral intake during an intercurrent illness. We therefore sought to explore the mechanisms underlying metabolic instability by exposing the Mut−/−;TgINS-MCK-Mut mice to a fasting challenge and then pursued genomic studies to characterize the hepatic response. Gene expression analysis in the fasted state showed differential clustering in a number of pathways, with significant enrichment of genes involved in drug metabolism and immune/inflammatory responses. Upregulated transcripts included phase I or II enzymes that function in the metabolism and elimination of organic acids, the cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzyme system, and related genes, as well as glutathione-S-transferase (Gstm3), an enzyme involved in detoxification of environmental toxins, and Slc7a11, encoding the cystine/glutamate antiporter (xCT) that imports cystine, a precursor needed for glutathione synthesis, an important pathway for liver regeneration (51). In aggregate, these gene products are likely needed to process the massive flux of endogenous toxins accumulating as a result of the block, such as propionate, methylmalonate, and the corresponding coenzyme A esters, to protect against oxidant injury and/or promote liver repair. A marked induction of genes that are involved in rate-controlling steps in both lipid and glucose metabolism, Cpt1B and Pdk4, was documented. These pathways are tightly regulated by PPARα, the key orchestrator of the switch from the fed to the fasted condition via activation of fatty acid catabolism and neoglycogenesis. Thus, the pattern of adaptation in the MMA hepatocyte is characterized by increased expression of genes involved in the disposal of “toxic” metabolites, cell survival, liver regeneration, and an oxidant stress response, with an accompanying transcriptional signature of metabolic rechanneling of lipid and glucose metabolism. Because similar pathways are implicated in the etiology of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and steatohepatitis (52–54), conditions which MMA patients may be prone to develop (47), these differentially regulated genes, as a group, may harbor fruitful targets for small-molecule modulation.

Despite the dependence on HFCD diets throughout their life span, and in the patients coexisting obesity (13), neither MMA mice nor patients are recognized to display the metabolic syndrome phenotype or develop early type 2 diabetes. In fact, glucose tolerance was normal in the MMA mice but not directly
assessed in patients, because in nontransplanted cases studied longitudinally under a natural history protocol, HbA1c was normal and did not correlate with BMI (data not shown). It was therefore intriguing to discover Fgf21, a key metabolic regulator with antihyperglycemic, antihyperlipidemic, and thermogenic properties (37), as the most significantly dysregulated gene in the MMA mice. Human FGF21 is a 181–amino acid peptide (~22.3 kDa), derived from a 208–amino acid mature precursor. FGF21 has pleiotropic metabolic effects, mediated in part through a unique coreceptor, β-klotho, which is expressed in selected tissues, including the liver, white adipose tissue, and pancreas. As a downstream target of PPARα and SIRT1, FGF21 mediates protection against hepatic steatosis and enhances expression of brown fat–like genes in white adipose tissue, increasing whole-body energy expenditure (55–59). While Fgf21−/− mice display impaired hepatic fatty acid oxidation gene expression and blunted ketogenesis, transgenic mice overexpressing Fgf21 in the liver are resistant to diet-induced obesity (60), an observation that aligns with the beneficial antimetabolic syndrome effects seen in mice or primates after receiving FGF21 by systemic administration (61, 62). Because Fgf21 levels were massively (10- to 100-fold) increased in both MMA mice and patients, but not in littermates fed the same diet or parental controls, it seems likely that the Fgf21 response we have documented in MMA could contribute to protection against the untoward effects of dysregulated metabolism and explain why the patients, who are often obese, overfed, and underactive (35), are not recognized to develop early type 2 diabetes.

Plasma FGF21 concentrations measured in our MMA patient cohort are 4- to 10-fold higher than those previously reported in studies of children and adults with a range of inborn errors of metabolism, including organic acidemias (63), mitochondrial myopathies, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, or other disease states (64–67), and corresponded to the disease subtype severity, with the lowest concentrations observed in patients with the B12-responsive cblA subtype and the highest levels seen preoperatively in 2 liver transplant recipients, 1 of whom had the most severe hepatic mitochondrial ultrastructural perturbations (Supplemental Figure 2Bi) noted in our cohort. Several other clinical and biochemical parameters were shown to correlate with plasma FGF21, including somatic growth indices (height- and occipitofrontal circumference-for-age Z-scores), oxidative stress markers (plasma alanine and glycine and urine F2-isoprostanes), and amino acids (data shown for valine in Supplemental Figure 8D). Of great importance to the consideration of FGF21 as a hepatic biomarker for MMA patients, where renal disease directly influences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canonical pathway name</th>
<th>−log (P value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immune responses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPS/IL-1–mediated inhibition of RXR function</td>
<td>4.17E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute phase response signaling</td>
<td>2.00E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complement system</td>
<td>5.01E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic processes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryptophan metabolism</td>
<td>7.94E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen metabolism</td>
<td>6.03E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolism of xenobiotics by cytochrome P450</td>
<td>6.03E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aryl hydrocarbon receptor signaling</td>
<td>7.08E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linoleic acid metabolism</td>
<td>9.77E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Androgen and estrogen metabolism</td>
<td>2.45E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell regulation and proliferation</td>
<td>2.63E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid cancer signaling</td>
<td>3.80E-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endometrial cancer signaling</td>
<td>1.23E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell cycle – G1/S checkpoint regulation</td>
<td>1.41E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small cell lung cancer signaling</td>
<td>2.19E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolactin signaling</td>
<td>2.34E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute myeloid leukemia signaling</td>
<td>2.57E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder cancer signaling</td>
<td>3.39E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic myeloid leukemia signaling</td>
<td>3.72E-02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RXR, retinoid X receptor.
the serum levels of methylmalonic acid, FGF21 concentrations did not correlate with renal disease indices, including creatinine, cystatin C, and estimated GFR, suggesting that circulating FGF21 will be a particularly useful biomarker to track hepatic mitochondrial dysfunction and response to MUT replacement therapies, independent of kidney function. A study published while the current work was under review further validates the correlations between plasma FGF21 and disease severity and lack of strong association with renal dysfunction in MMA patients (68). Because FGF21 is a pancreatic secretagogue (69) and increases bone loss (70, 71), additional roles in the pathophysiology of MMA mediated by FGF21, such as the propensity toward pancreatitis and low bone density, seem likely.

The chronic induction of FGF21 in response to the cellular stress of MMA, perhaps originally induced as an adaptive response to promote survival, was accompanied by basal activation of many other pathways central to intermediary metabolism. The general concept that an adaptive response to mild stress can be protective is termed hormesis, and when specifically concerning the mitochondria, mitohormesis (72–74), a term that quite appropriately describes the episodic nature of the “intoxication” group of inborn errors of metabolism, such as the prototypical organic acidurias MMA and propionic acidemia, where the patients suffer from frequent episodes of acute on chronic metabolic imbalance. While chronic mitochondrial stress activates a nuclear program of adaptation that could be protective, superimposed acute demands, such as an infection, surgery, or increased catabolism, are not tolerated due to an inability to further activate a compensatory response (75). The response to a fasting challenge in Mut<sup>–/–</sup>;Tg<sup>INS-MCK-Mut</sup> mice supports this hypothesis because many of the genes normally induced by fasting were already greatly overexpressed compared with their heterozygote littermates at baseline and failed to show an additional increase or, as with FGF21, showed a reverse response in the fasting state. Chronically elevated Fgf21 in MMA mice may exert beneficial metabolic effects that protect them from diet-induced obesity, glucose intolerance, and other sequelae of the metabolic syndrome (76, 77), while the acute-on-chronic stressors exhaust mitocellular reserves, resulting in acute decompensation, which is eventually harmful to the cell/organ system. Similar hormeric effects have been suggested for reactive oxidative species and hypoxia in the treatment of mitochondrial disorders (78–80). Further collection of FGF21 levels in parallel with the longitudinal assessment of MMA patients will help characterize the relation of this marker to outcomes and associated comorbidities in this population (64, 67). Dissection of the pathways and markers that mediate the mitohormetic adaptation that we have begun to document in MMA should also help inform the timing and dosing of novel therapeutic interventions designed to prevent acute and long-term disease-related complications.

Using transgenic mice, patient biospecimens from a large natural history cohort, and proof-of-concept liver-directed AAV gene therapy, we were also able to demonstrate that plasma FGF21 can serve, along with 1-13C-propionate oxidation and serum methylmalonic acid, as a surrogate liver-directed AAV gene therapy, we were also able to demonstrate that plasma FGF21 will be a particularly useful biomarker to track hepatic mitochondrial dysfunction and response to MUT replacement therapies, independent of kidney function. A study published while the current work was under review further validates the correlations between plasma FGF21 and disease severity and lack of strong association with renal dysfunction in MMA patients (68). Because FGF21 is a pancreatic secretagogue (69) and increases bone loss (70, 71), additional roles in the pathophysiology of MMA mediated by FGF21, such as the propensity toward pancreatitis and low bone density, seem likely.

The chronic induction of FGF21 in response to the cellular stress of MMA, perhaps originally induced as an adaptive response to promote survival, was accompanied by basal activation of many other pathways central to intermediary metabolism. The general concept that an adaptive response to mild stress can be protective is termed hormesis, and when specifically concerning the mitochondria, mitohormesis (72–74), a term that quite appropriately describes the episodic nature of the “intoxication” group of inborn errors of metabolism, such as the prototypical organic acidurias MMA and propionic acidemia, where the patients suffer from frequent episodes of acute on chronic metabolic imbalance. While chronic mitochondrial stress activates a nuclear program of adaptation that could be protective, superimposed acute demands, such as an infection, surgery, or increased catabolism, are not tolerated due to an inability to further activate a compensatory response (75). The response to a fasting challenge in Mut<sup>–/–</sup>;Tg<sup>INS-MCK-Mut</sup> mice supports this hypothesis because many of the genes normally induced by fasting were already greatly overexpressed compared with their heterozygote littermates at baseline and failed to show an additional increase or, as with FGF21, showed a reverse response in the fasting state. Chronically elevated Fgf21 in MMA mice may exert beneficial metabolic effects that protect them from diet-induced obesity, glucose intolerance, and other sequelae of the metabolic syndrome (76, 77), while the acute-on-chronic stressors exhaust mitocellular reserves, resulting in acute decompensation, which is eventually harmful to the cell/organ system. Similar hormeric effects have been suggested for reactive oxidative species and hypoxia in the treatment of mitochondrial disorders (78–80). Further collection of FGF21 levels in parallel with the longitudinal assessment of MMA patients will help characterize the relation of this marker to outcomes and associated comorbidities in this population (64, 67). Dissection of the pathways and markers that mediate the mitohormetic adaptation that we have begun to document in MMA should also help inform the timing and dosing of novel therapeutic interventions designed to prevent acute and long-term disease-related complications.

Using transgenic mice, patient biospecimens from a large natural history cohort, and proof-of-concept liver-directed AAV gene therapy, we were also able to demonstrate that plasma FGF21 can serve, along with 1-13C-propionate oxidation and serum methylmalonic acid concentration, as a surrogate biomarker to track efficacy of liver-targeted therapies for MMA. After AAV8 MUT gene therapy, treated Mut<sup>–/–</sup>;Tg<sup>INS-MCK-Mut</sup> mice demonstrated a rapid improvement in weight gain, improved 1-13C-propionate oxidation, and a drastic reduction in plasma Fgf21, which paralleled the decline of the disease-specific metabolite, methylmalonic acid. The murine studies suggest that, in MMA patients, plasma FGF21 and 1-13C-propionate oxidative capacity will emerge as useful outcome biomarkers, especially since serum methylmalonic acid concentrations can be influenced by impaired renal function (40). In patients, the plasma FGF21 levels normalized in recipients of LT/LKT but not after an isolated KT, despite being treated with similar antirejection medication regimens. The aggregate observations suggest that FGF21 concentrations may be used to help identify severely affected patients and serve as a surrogate biomarker to follow the hepatic response to therapy, as we show here is feasible in mice and patients.

Methods

Patients. Clinical data derived from the natural history protocol were available for correlations, including dietary information (Kcal/d, complete/deficient protein g/kg/d), and individual amino acid intake (13), resting energy expenditure measured by open-circuit indirect calorimetry (Deltatrac equipment; VIASYS), plasma quantitative amino acids, acylcarnitine profiles, plasma and urine methylmalonic acid, renal function biomarkers, and other biochemical data.

Mouse studies. Animals were housed in an AAALAC-accredited SPF facility and maintained on a 12:12-hour light-dark cycle (see Supplemental Methods for additional details).

Generation of Mut<sup>–/–</sup>;Tg<sup>INS-MCK-Mut</sup> mice. Mut-knockout mice harboring a deletion of exon 3 in the Mut gene have been described previously (30, 81). Mice homozygous for this mutation (C57BL/6 Mut<sup>–/–</sup>) lack Mut.
mRNA, protein, and enzymatic activity and display immediate neonatal lethality unless rescued with various gene therapy vectors. A skeletal muscle–specific transgene, TgINS-MCK-Mut, was engineered to express the murine Mut gene under the control of the murine MCK promoter in skeletal and cardiac muscle, as previously described (32, 82). The p3300MCK-CAT plasmid was a generous gift of Stephen D. Haushcka, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA. The construct was subcloned into the pINSbsMCM reverse clone, which is flanked by chicken β-globin 5′ HS4 insulator elements to suppress position effect variegation. The 5′ intron of the MCK promoter was not included. Founder C57BL/6 animals were screened for the presence of the INS-MCK-Mut transgene and bred to C57BL/6 mice to test transmission. Transgenic carrier mice were then bred with heterozygous mice of the Mut-knockout line to generate Mut–/–; TgINS-MCK-Mut mice. The mice were made from SV129OLA ES cells, and backcrossed for >10 generations onto C57BL/6.

**Fasting study.** Ten male (4 mutant and 6 heterozygote mice) and nine female (3 mutant and 6 heterozygote littermates) mice underwent a fasting challenge. Mice were deprived from food but had free access to water throughout the fasting study. Food was removed at 12:00 pm and blood glucose, body temperature, and weight were monitored every 3 hours for 9 hours, followed by every 2 hours, unless a drop in blood glucose or change in temperature or overall activity levels and behavior of the animal was observed, at which point more frequent monitoring was initiated. The experiment was terminated and mice were euthanized once glucose levels dropped to ≤45 mg/dl. That occurred after 16 hours in 3 female mice that had lower body weights at baseline (14.6 ± 6.6 g, mean ± SD). The average body weight for the male mice was 19.57 ± 2.3 g, and they all tolerated the fasting well. Males were sacrificed at the same time as the females for blood and tissue collection for gene expression studies. Tissues were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen for RNA extraction, and terminal blood sampling was obtained for metabolomic and targeted biochemical studies.

**AAV production and delivery.** An AAV vector was prepared using an ApoE-enhanced, human α-1 antitrypsin (hAAT) promoter to drive the expression of a codon-optimized human MUT cDNA (synMUT) as described previously (38). The resulting hAAT MUT AAV was packaged into an AAV8 capsid (76), purified on an iodixanol gradient, and titered by qPCR as previously described (83) (see Supplemental Methods). Viral particles were suspended phosphate-buffered saline and delivered via retro-orbital injection at a dose of 5 × 10^{12} GC/kg.

**Trial registration.** This clinical study is registered in www.clinicaltrials.gov (NCT00078078; http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00078078).

**Data deposition.** The data reported in this paper have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (GSE118862).

**Statistics.** All data were recorded and prepared for analysis with standard spreadsheet software (Microsoft Excel). Statistical analysis was completed using Microsoft Excel, Prism 5 (GraphPad), or IBM SPSS version 21 statistical software. Data are presented as the mean ± SEM, with at least 3 animals or subjects. When applicable, a 2-tailed Student’s t test or 1-way ANOVA was performed, followed by Bonferroni or Tukey-Kramer post hoc test for multiple comparisons. Kruskal-Wallis 1-way ANOVA testing was used when groups were of different sizes. Pearson’s correlation coefficient and linear regression were used to establish correlations, and Kaplan-Meier analyses were performed on survival. A P value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.

**Study approval.** Patient studies were approved by the National Human Genome Research Institute Institutional Review Board as part of the NIH study “Clinical and Basic Investigations of Methylmalonic Acidemia and Related Disorders” (Clinicaltrials.gov, NCT00078078) and performed in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Patients or their parents/legal guardians provided informed consent. All experiments were performed in agreement with NIH guidelines and with the approval of the Animal Care and Use Committees of the National Human Genome Research Institute and National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases.
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